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ABSTRACT: Recent studies have shown that cell migration can be monitored in vivo by magnetic resonance imaging after

intracellular contrast agent incorporation. This is due to the dephasing effect on proton magnetization of the local magnetic

field created by a labelled cell. Anionic iron oxide nanoparticles (AMNP) are among the most efficient and non-toxic contrast

agents to be spontaneously taken up by a wide variety of cells. Here we measured the iron load and magnetization of HeLa

tumour cells labelled with AMNP, as a function of the external magnetic field. High-resolution gradient echo 9.4 T MRI

detected individual labelled cells, whereas spin echo sequences were poorly sensitive. We then conducted a systematic study

in order to determine the gradient echo sequence parameters (echo time, cell magnetization and resolution) most suitable for

in vivo identification of single cells. Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance imaging is a method of choice for
long-term, longitudinal and non-invasive in vivo tracking
of injected cells, thanks to its high spatial resolution and
the availability of safe contrast agents (1). Super-
paramagnetic iron oxide particles have been used to
label a wide variety of cells, without affecting their
proliferation, differentiation or other functions (2–9).
Such labelled cells also maintain their therapeutic
potential, showing the biocompatibility of iron oxide
nanoparticles. Anionic magnetic nanoparticles (AMNP)
are stabilized in colloidal suspension by negative surface
charges, and are not polymer-coated, contrary to
conventional iron oxide nanoparticles. These negative
surface charges create a high affinity for cell membranes,
through electrostatic interactions. Once adsorbed to the
plasma membrane, AMNP are rapidly internalized
along the endocytosis pathway (10,11). These anionic
nanoparticles rapidly and efficiently label most cell
types, without the need for transfection agents or
long incubation times (12), or for complex nanopar-
ticle structures such as magnetodendrimers (3) or
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Tat-peptide-modified nanoparticles (6). We demonstrated
the biocompatibility of AMNP with human gingival
fibroblasts (13), lymphocytes (14) and smooth muscle
cells (15). AMNP have been used as cell labels to monitor
the homing of hybridomas to the spleen (16), T cells to the
pancreas in autoimmune diabetes (17), T cell recruitment
by tumours (14) and cardiac smooth muscle cell
transplantation (15).

However, monitoring of stem cell homing (3,4,7) or
T cell trafficking (5,18) may involve very small numbers
of cells. For example, only a tiny fraction of injected stem
cells reach their target sites. Non-invasive imaging
methods capable of detecting individual cells would
therefore be extremely useful.

Endosomal magnetic labelling leads to significant
signal changes, as it strongly affects T2

� and, to a lesser
extent, T2 and T1 proton relaxation times (3,19,20). By
refining the MR hardware (magnetic field intensity,
detection coils, imaging pulse sequences and cell
labelling modalities), some authors have detected single
cells, not only in vitro (21–26) but also in vivo (27,28).

Here we examined the respective roles of various
parameters (pulse sequence, cell iron load, echo time and
resolution) for detection of single magnetically labelled
HeLa tumour cells with a 9.4 T MRI device. Cellular iron
uptake was quantified by magnetophoresis, and the
magnetic moment of labelled cells was measured as a
function of the external magnetic field. Gradient echo
sequences were compared with spin echo sequences. The
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influence of magnetic labelling, the echo time and the
resolution of gradient echo sequences on the detection
threshold was also investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL

Anionic maghemite nanoparticles

Negatively charged superparamagnetic nanocrystals of
maghemite (g-Fe2O3) were chemically synthesized
according to Massart’s method (29). The stability of
the colloidal suspension was ensured by electrostatic
repulsion between nanoparticles bearing citrate ligands
with unbound carboxylate groups (COO�). The nano-
particles have a ferrimagnetic core of maghemite with a
mean diameter of 8 nm, carrying an effective magnetic
moment meff¼MSV, where MS¼ 3.1� 105A/m2 is the
saturation magnetization of maghemite and V the particle
volume. They exhibit superparamagnetic behaviour and
no remnant magnetization.
Cell culture and magnetic labelling

Magnetic labelling was applied to HeLa ovarian tumour
cells grown at 378C with 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM,Gibco, Invitrogen Corporation)
supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum,
50U/ml penicillin, 40 mg/ml streptomycin and 0.3mg/ml
L-glutamine. HeLa cells were incubated for 60min at
378C with the magnetic nanoparticles AMNP at iron
concentrations [Fe] of 0.15, 0.3, 0.6, 1, 2.5 and 5mM in
RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco) supplemented with 5mM
citrate sodium, followed by a 90min chase in RPMI 1640
medium. AMNP flocculates in DMEM, but they are stable
in RPMI supplemented with 5mM citrate, so we used this
medium for cell labelling.
Quantification of cellular magnetic load

Iron uptake by HeLa cells was quantified with a
magnetophoresis assay as described elsewhere (30).
Briefly, magnetophoresis consists of measuring the
velocity acquired by magnetic cells in suspension,
submitted to a magnetic field gradient (B¼ 174mT,
dB/dz¼ 18.5mT/mm). In steady-state conditions, cell
velocity is deduced from the balance between magnetic
force (proportional to the cell magnetic moment in field B
or equivalent to the iron mass per cell) and the friction
force (proportional to cell velocity). The displacement of
50–100 cells was tracked by videomicroscopy in each
labelling condition. Cell velocity and mean iron mass per
cell were deduced as described in Wilhelm et al.(30).
Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Agarose gel preparation

Agarose phantoms of dispersed labelled cells were
prepared as follows. After labelling and washing with
0.1M cacodylate buffer, the cells were fixed for 1 h at 48C
in 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M cacodylate buffer and
washed again with cacodylate buffer. Cells were fixed for
better stability of the sample. Cell pellets containing
known numbers of labelled and unlabelled cells were
gently mixed with 200 or 300ml of low-melting-point
0.3% agarose gel at 408C. Two series were prepared. The
‘cell density’ series consisted of a total of 107 HeLa cells
in 300ml of agarose with percentages of labelled cells
(iron mass per cell¼ 2.5� 0.4 pg) ranging from 0.01 to
1% (103–105 labelled cells). The ‘labelling series’ was
composed of 200ml of agarose gel containing 500 HeLa
cells labelled with extracellular iron concentrations
ranging from 0.15 to 5mM.
Magnetization curve of labelled cells

The magnetization curve of 107 magnetically labelled
HeLa cells (1 h of incubation at [Fe]¼ 5mM, iron mass
per cell¼ 5.6� 1.6 pg) dispersed in 300ml of agarose gel
was measured as a function of magnetic field using a
superconducting interference device (SQUID).
MRI measurement

High-resolution 9.4 T MRI was performed using a
vertical wide-bore spectrometer (Inova, Varian), with a
2 T/m gradient coil and a home-built cylindrical coil
8mm in diameter. MR images of labelled HeLa cells in
agarose gel were acquired with gradient echo sequences.
In all experiments the repetition time was 200ms and the
flip angle was equal to the Ernst angle calculated from the
relaxation time of the sample without labelled cells. A
two-dimensional gradient echo sequence (GE) was used
for the first experiment on the cell density series, with an
echo time of 3ms, a slice thickness of 125mm, a field of
view of 6� 6mm and a 128� 128 acquisition matrix.
Zero-filling in each dimension led to an in-plane
resolution of 23.5 mm2. Labelled cells were counted
in successive virtual slices extracted from a three-
dimensional experiment recorded with an echo time of
3ms, a field of view of 6� 6� 14.8mm and a 128�
128� 256 acquisition matrix. With one accumulation per
increment, the required experimental timewas 1 h 50min.
Zero-filling applied in two directions resulted in a
256� 256� 256 matrix and in a spatial resolution of
23.5� 23.5� 59mm.

Spin echo (SE) multislice sequences were used to
measure the relaxation times of single HeLa cells (iron
mass per cell¼ 5.6� 1.6 pg). The two-dimensional
sequence used a thickness of 250mm, a field of view
Contrast Med. Mol. Imaging 1: 165–174 (2006)
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Figure 1. Quantification of cell iron load by magnetophor-
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of 5� 5mm and an acquisition matrix of 128� 128. The
repetition timewas 10 s. For T2 measurements, echo times
of 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200 and 500ms were used. For T1
measurement, an inversion recovery sequence was used
with an echo time of 10ms and recovery times of 20, 50,
100, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000ms.

For single HeLa cell imaging as a function of the
intracellular iron mass and echo time, the echo time was
varied from 2 to 30ms in three-dimensional gradient echo
experiments. The field of view was 5� 5� 5.5mm and
the matrix 128� 128� 128, giving a spatial resolution of
39� 39� 43mm, approximated in the text as 40mm3.
The signal loss relative to the agarose gel was defined as
DIS/ISg¼ (ISg–IS)/ISg, where ISg is the mean signal
intensity of the agarose gel (far from labelled cells) and IS
is the signal intensity of the volume of interest. To
investigate the effect of resolution, we first imaged the
same sample with different voxel sizes. We have shown
for one intracellular iron concentration that the values of
theDIS/IS ratios for a given volume of interest (VOI) were
similar (by taking in account the measurements errors) by
using a resolution corresponding to this VOI or by
averaging several voxels in order to obtain the size of the
VOI, if the signal (of the agarose gel)-to-noise ratios were
the same. Thus, the effect of resolution was studied in
three-dimensional experiments with a resolution of
40mm3, by averaging several 40mm3 voxels in order
to obtain volumes of 120, 200 and 280mm3, respectively.
For each measurement, as a function of the echo time,
cell iron mass or voxel size, the relative signal losses
were averaged for 10 different cells. Images were
analysed with WIN-MRI1 software (Bruker Spectrospin,
Wissembourg, France).
esis. (a) Distribution of iron mass per cell for a cell population
(n¼ 100) labelled with an extracellular iron concentration
[Fe]¼ 0.3mM (1h incubation at 378C, 90min chase). (b)
Mean iron mass per cell (in pg) as a function of the extra-
cellular iron concentration (1 h incubation at 378C, 90min
chase). Bars represent the standard deviation determined
from the whole distribution of iron mass for each labelling
condition. Note that iron uptake reaches a plateau at
[Fe]> 5mM.
RESULTS

Magnetization of labelled cells

As magnetophoretic mobility was measured for individ-
ual cells, magnetophoresis provides the iron load
distribution for the entire cell population. Figure 1(a)
shows a typical histogram of particle uptake by HeLa
cells (extracellular iron concentration [Fe]¼ 0.3mM),
while Fig. 1(b) shows the mean iron load as a function of
the extracellular iron concentration used for the labelling
procedure. As discussed in Wilhelm et al. (10), iron
uptake reaches a plateau as the extracellular iron
concentration (or incubation time, data not shown) is
increased.

The magnetization of HeLa cells, normalized to its
saturation value, is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the
magnetic field up to 5 T. The magnetization behaviour of
labelled cells was similar to that of the maghemite
nanoparticles in colloidal suspension. In particular,
magnetization reached 95% of its saturation value at
1.5 T and was fully saturated at 5 T. Magnetically labelled
Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
cells, like maghemite nanoparticles, showed superpar-
amagnetic properties with no remnant magnetization.
High resolution 9.4 T imaging

Single cell detection. Figure 3(a) and (b) shows slices
of agarose gels imaged at 9.4 T using a gradient echo
sequence (slice thickness 125mm, sample volume 300ml)
containing labelled cells concentrations of respectively
330 and 3.3 cells/ml The slice volume was 2.46ml, and
each slice contained an average of respectively 817 and
8.17 labelled cells. A highly heterogeneous signal pattern
was obtained with the slice containing an average of
Contrast Med. Mol. Imaging 1: 165–174 (2006)
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igure 2. Magnetization M (normalized to the saturation
agnetization Ms) as a function of the magnetic field B
f magnetically labelled cells (iron mass per cell¼5.6�
.6 pg). Magnetized cells show superparamagnetic beha-
iour, with magnetization saturating above 2 T and no
emnant magnetization.

igure 3. Detection of single cells with high-resolution GE
.4 T MRI (in-plane resolution 23.5�23.5mm, TE¼3ms,
R¼ 200ms, iron mass per cell¼ 2.5�0.4 pg, gel volu-
e¼ 300ml). (a, b) Slices of agarose gel containing on
verage 817 (a) and 8.17 (b) labelled cells, respectively. Slice
hickness is 125mm. (c) Adjacent slices of gel containing
tatistically 3–4 labelled cells. Slice thickness is 59mm and
lice volume 1.14ml. Note that a given signal void generally
pans two successive slices. Assuming that the same cell
ppears on two slices, the observed number of signal voids
er slice is consistent with the detection of individual cells.

Figure 4. Detection of single cells with high-resolution 9.4 T
MRI: SE vs GE sequences. Images of the same labelled cell
acquiredwith a gradient echo sequence (left) and a spin echo
sequence (right) at an echo time of 15ms. The labelled cell is
barely detectable on the SE image. The voxel size was
40mm3 and the iron mass per cell¼5.6� 1.6 pg.
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817 labelled cells [Fig. 3(a)], whereas isolated dark spots
were found on slices containing eight labelled cells on
average [Fig. 3(b)].

Successive 59mm-thick slices of this sample are shown
in Fig. 3(c). Isolated dark points were easily detectable,
and could be counted by taking in account the fact that a
given signal void could span two adjacent slices. This
counting was made over a volume of 25ml corresponding
to 22 slices, and gave 96 spots, which corresponded to
3.8 spots/ml on average.

The correlation between dark spots and cell numbers,
together with the focal nature of the signal losses,
indicated that mainly individual cells were detected,
appearing as signal voids much larger than their actual
size.
MR imaging of single cells

Relaxation times T1 and T2 around a single
magnetic cell. Figure 4 shows the comparison between
gradient echo (GE) and spin echo (SE) sequences
(TE¼ 15ms) for tracking an individual labelled cell: a
magnetic cell was readily detected with the GE sequence,
but was hardly visible on the SE image. Local
modifications of proton relaxation times T1 and T2 due
to cell magnetization (ironmass¼ 5.6� 1.6 pg) were then
investigated. T1 and T2 were 95 and 83% of the agarose
gel values in the central voxel containing the cell and
returned to 100% in surrounding voxels. Thus, a single
labelled cell had only a minor and very local effect on
relaxation times T1 and T2, which explained the spin echo
not being suitable to detect isolated labelled cells.
Gradient echo sequences with T2

� weighting were used in
the rest of the study.

High-resolution (40mmm) GE sequence: echo time
effect. We then investigated the effects of the echo time
and cellular iron load on the cell image for a three-
dimensional gradient echo sequence with voxel size
Contrast Med. Mol. Imaging 1: 165–174 (2006)
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40mm3. As shown in Fig. 5(a), cell contrast spread
spatially as the echo time increased. The apparent MR
volume of each labelled cell was determined by counting
the number of voxels whose signal loss DIS/ISg was
higher than ISg–ISgmin/ISg, with ISgmin the minimum
intensity of the gel. The measurements were carried out
on 10 cells for each intracellular iron mass. These
apparent volume values are reported in Fig. 5(b) as a
function of the echo time and for different per-cell iron
masses. Even at 5ms, the apparent cell volume, between
5� 40mm3 and 8� 40mm3, was much larger than the
actual size (the diameter of a HeLa cell is about 20mm).
The increase in the apparent volume with the echo time
was linear. By contrast, a 10-fold variation in cellular iron
load or the equivalent cell magnetization had only a
moderate influence on the apparent size of the cell. The
spatial profile of relative signal lossDIS/ISg is represented
in Fig. 6 as a function of the distance d from the central
Figure 5. Influence of the echo time (high-res
(a) The same labelled cell was imaged with
spread spatially with increasing echo times. T
mass per cell 5.6�1.6 pg. (b) Number of vox
cell magnetization (i.e. with relative signal los
and at different per-cell iron masses. The appa
actual size and increases linearly with the echo
moderate influence on the apparent size of t

Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
voxel, for various echo times (cellular iron load¼
2.5� 0.4 pg). Cell contrast spread by up to 120mm from
the central voxel, and the intensity profile broadened with
increasing echo times.

Single cell detection with GE sequences: effect of
resolution. To examine the effect of resolution on
single cell detectability with 9.4 T GE sequences, the
voxel size was varied from 40 to 280mm3. Figure 7 shows
the relative signal loss in the central voxel (containing the
cell) as a function of the voxel volume and for different
echo times. The signal loss fell markedly with increasing
voxel size, and was less than 10% at a 280mm3 resolution.
Thus, voxel sizes larger than 280mm3 are unsuitable for
single cell detection.

The echo time dependency of the different resolutions
is clearly seen in Fig. 8. The relative signal loss in the
central voxel increased with the echo time. Signal loss
olution three-dimensional GE 9.4 TMRI).
different echo times. The cell contrast
he voxel size was 40mm3 and the iron
els 40mm3 substantially affected by the
s >38%) as a function of the echo time
rent size of the cell is much larger than its
time. The iron mass per cell has a more
he cell.
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Figure 6. Cell signal profile (high-resolution three-dimen-
sional GE 9.4 T MRI). Relative signal loss as a function of the
distance from the voxel containing the labelled cell at differ-
ent echo times. The voxel size is 40mm3 and the iron mass
per cell 2.5�0.4 pg. The cell contrast spreads up to 120mm
from the cell centre. The larger the echo time, the broader
the signal profile.

Figure 8. Combined influence of the echo time and voxel
size on the relative signal loss in the voxel containing the
cell (three-dimensional GE 9.4 T MRI, iron mass per cell¼
2.5� 0.4 pg). The signal loss increases with increasing echo
times and with decreasing voxel sizes. A labelled cell will be
detectable if it induces a signal loss that exceeds the intrinsic
signal fluctuations of the gel for a given voxel size. For
resolutions of 280 and 200mm3, the background gel signal
fluctuations are 5 and 6%, respectively, so that an echo time
larger than 20 and 10ms, respectively, will be necessary to
detect an individual cell. For resolutions of 120 and 40mm3,
the gel fluctuations (7.5 and 38%) are well below the relative
signal loss, so that echo times as short as 2ms can be used to
detect single labelled cells. For a voxel size of 40mm3, the
signal loss reaches the maximum value corresponding to a
signal reduced to the noise level, whatever the echo time or
cell iron load [iron mass of 0.6 pg (open diamond) or 2.5 pg
(solid diamond)]. At high resolution, the contrast effect of
the cell is saturating. The noise level is indicated in the figure
by the grey rectangle.
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was particularly sensitive to changes in the echo time at
120mm3 resolution (the relative signal loss varied linearly
from 20 to 57%). At this resolution (Fig. 9), signal loss
also increased with the iron mass per cell, but to a lesser
extent than with the echo time. At lower resolutions the
signal loss did not exceed 20% for TE¼ 20ms.
In contrast, at the highest resolution 40mm3, for an

intracellular iron mass between 0.6 and 5.6 pg, and when
the echo time varied from 3 to 30ms, signal loss depended
neither on the echo time nor on the iron mass per cell: it
saturated to the maximum value corresponding to the
value (ISg –N)/ISg calculated from the noise level N. At
high resolution, the dephasing effect of the labelled cell
completely cancelled the proton magnetization of the
igure 7. Effect of resolution (three-dimensional GE 9.4 T
RI). Relative signal loss in the voxel containing the cell as a

unction of voxel size and for different echo times. The iron
ass per cell is 2.5� 0.4 pg. The signal loss falls drastically
ith increasing voxel size. At the highest resolution
0mm3), the signal loss is maximum whatever the echo
ime. For lower resolutions, the signal loss is clearly enhanced
ith the echo time. For voxel sizes above 280mm3, the signal
ss falls to less than 10% and labelled cells are barely visible.
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central voxel, even for cells with iron masses as low as
0.6 pg and for short echo times.

To determine a single cell detection threshold, one
must compare the relative signal loss produced by the cell
with the signal fluctuations of the surrounding agarose
gel. The signal loss must be larger than the value ISg –
ISgmin/ISg, where ISgmin is the minimum intensity of the
gel. For resolutions of 280 and 200mm3, gel signal
fluctuations were 5 and 6%, respectively. Based on
changes in the cell-induced signal loss with the echo time,
echo times longer than 20 and 10ms, respectively, would
be necessary for single cell detection. By contrast, at
resolutions of 120 and 40mm3, gel signal fluctuations (7.5
and 38%, respectively) were well below the cell signal
loss, whatever the experimental echo time. Within the
limits of voxel sizes smaller than 120mm3, echo times as
short as 2ms can be used to detect individual labelled
cells.
DISCUSSION

The challenge of MRI cell detection with even higher
resolution has been motivated by the recent progress in
Contrast Med. Mol. Imaging 1: 165–174 (2006)
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Figure 9. Influence of iron mass per cell on the relative
signal loss in the central voxel. Voxel size¼ 120mm3 and
TE¼10ms. The signal loss varies linearly with iron mass per
cell, but the variation is small compared with the echo time
effect at the same resolution.
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cell-based therapy. After iron oxide nanoparticle label-
ling, high-resolution MRI can detect single cells in vitro
(21,22) and also in mouse liver (27) and mouse brain (28).
Even if these MR images were acquired at low resolution
compared with the size of the cell, the presence of a
labelled cell within an imaging voxel affects the signal of
the voxel of interest and, possibly, surrounding voxels.
Non-ambiguous identification of labelled cells in a signal
pattern may suffer from signal loss due to many other
factors. In particular, high magnetic field strength, by
enhancing diamagnetic proton magnetization, empha-
sizes artefacts near magnetic susceptibility interfaces.
Hence, it is useful to analyse local effects of single
labelled cells on MR sequence parameters. High-field
MRI is suitable for single cell detection because of the
additional endogenous signal and the higher spatial
resolution that results from it (31). Indeed, sample nuclear
magnetization increases linearly with the magnetic field.
The magnetization of exogenous ferromagnetic contrast
agents such as iron oxide nanoparticles saturates at
relatively low field strengths, because the permanent
magnetic moment of each grain is blocked in the direction
of the external field, preventing orientational thermal
fluctuations. Maghemite nanoparticles of typical diameter
8 nm reach 95% of their saturation magnetization at 1.5 T.
As shown in Fig. 2, cells labelled with these nanoparticles
exhibit the same magnetization curve as the same isolated
nanoparticles in colloidal suspension.

Contrast around a single magnetic cell is essentially
governed by the acceleration of water relaxation due to
magnetic field gradients generated by cell magnetization
(32,33). Three characteristic times scales determine the
relevant regime of relaxation. The first characteristic time
t0 is the time taken for a proton to be dephased by one
radian when submitted to the rms angular frequency shift
Dv due to the field created by the magnetized cell. It is
Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
inversely proportional to the amplitude of the local
magnetic field, which depends on the distance from the
cell centre and on the direction relative to the static field.
Second, the diffusion time tD is the time taken for water
molecules to diffuse through a distance r, in any direction.
It increases with the square of this distance as tD¼ r2/D,
where D is the water diffusion coefficient. The third time
is the experimental echo time TE, which is the time
required for free relaxation to occur before the refocusing
pulse of spin echo sequences.

The diffusion time tD, during which a diffusing proton
remains under the influence of the magnetic inhomogen-
eity, defines two regimes of nuclear relaxation. If tD� t0,
the motional averaging condition is satisfied. This is the
case, for example, for a dispersed solution of maghemite
nanoparticles, as r is the particle diameter (about 10 nm).
In contrast, if tD� t0, proton magnetization is substan-
tially relaxed by the local field inhomogeneity before the
protons escape from the region of field inhomogeneity
by diffusion. In extreme conditions, the so-called static
dephasing regime (SDR) (20,33,34) refers to the
dephasing of motionless protons in a non-uniform field.
It places an absolute limit on the relaxation rate—a limit
reached in the absence of a refocusing pulse. The static
dephasing regime remains valid if the motion is slow
enough to satisfy the condition DvtD> 1. This limit
requires strong magnetization and slow diffusion in the
region of high field inhomogeneities. Magnetically
labelled cells meet these requirements. The time tD
taken by a water molecule to diffuse across a cell diameter
(20mm) is about 170ms, and exceeds 1 s over the
voxel size. The magnetized cell can be approximated by
a uniformly magnetized sphere, generating a pure
dipole field decreasing as 1/r3, where r is the distance
from the cell centre. A cell with magnetic moment
m¼ 4.9� 10�13 A m2 (corresponding to 5 pg of iron)
produces a magnetic field with z component (along the
MR static field) Bz (r¼ 10mm)¼ 10�4 T (t0¼ 0.037ms)
at its surface and Bz (r¼ 50mm)¼ 8� 10�7 T (t0¼
4.7ms) 50mm from its centre. As a consequence, the
condition of validity of the static dephasing regime,
DvtD> 1, is fulfilled in a region extending 300mm
around the cell. In this context, it is easy to explain the
lack of local T2 effect with spin echo sequences (Fig. 4).
As diffusion is slow compared with the relaxation due to
cell susceptibility, the field inhomogeneity can be
considered as static by the proton, giving rise to a pure
T2
� effect with no contribution to T2 relaxation. The

refocusing pulses (whatever tD> TE> t0) reconstruct
the nuclear magnetization. In this limit of static dephasing
regime, the local R2 enhancement due to cell magnetiza-
tion approaches zero, as observed in our experiments
(Fig. 4) and spin echo sequences are poorly sensitive to
local cell magnetization. In contrast, FID or gradient echo
acquisition does not involve refocusing pulses, so these
sequences are fully sensitive to the relaxation process
induced by strongly magnetized micrometric perturbers.
Contrast Med. Mol. Imaging 1: 165–174 (2006)
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Thus, in agreement with the experimental evidence,
gradient echo acquisition is necessary for accurate
detection of single magnetic cells.
Gradient echo sequences are directly sensitive to local

field inhomogeneities, and the echo time represents the
time available for proton magnetization to be dephased
before MR detection. For protons in the same voxel, the
frequency spread due to the local field gradient leads to an
accumulation of different spin phases, resulting in signal
loss that increases with time. Thus, as demonstrated in
Figs 5 and 6, the spatial extension of detectable signal
loss, defined here as the apparent volume of the cell, is
amplified with the echo time. At high resolution, 40mm3,
we found that the signal loss saturated in the voxel
containing the cell, being independent of both the echo
time and cell magnetization. By contrast, the echo time
dependency was detectable in neighbouring voxels
(typically up to 100mm from the cell centre). Beyond,
the signal tends towards the agarose gel signal. This
spatial dependency of signal loss is consistent with the
1/r3 decline in the dipolar field induced by the magnetic
cell.
As expected from the very sharp signal profile around a

magnetic cell, the choice of resolution appears crucial for
single cell detection. Indeed, the signal loss in the voxel
containing the cell falls drastically with increasing voxel
size. For voxel sizes larger than 200mm, the cell-induced
signal loss does not exceed 20%, so that the intrinsic
signal variation of the background medium determines
the discrimination of the presence of a labelled cell. For a
homogeneous medium such as agarose gel, the intrinsic
signal variation reaches 6% at a resolution of 200mm, and
does not vary significantly with the echo time. Thus, given
the linear increase in signal loss with the echo time
(Fig. 8), the detection of an individual cell would require
the use of a relatively long echo time (above 10ms). At
280mm resolution, single cell detection would require an
echo time longer 20ms. In practice, the detection
threshold is determined by at least two interdependent
parameters—echo time and resolution—and, to a lesser
extent, iron mass per cell. For higher resolutions, such as
120 and 40mm3, the intrinsic variations of the gel signal
are minimal compared with the cell-induced signal loss,
even for echo times as short as 2ms. Hence, short echo
times (allowing minimal diamagnetic susceptibility effect
on background medium), together with high resolution,
are appropriate conditions for discrimination of individ-
ual magnetic cells, both in vitro and in vivo.
It is interesting to note that a 10-fold variation in cell

magnetization resulted in only a small change in signal
loss (40–55%), observable only at intermediate resolution
(120mm3). Moreover, at higher resolution (40mm3), the
cell signal falls to the noise level whatever the echo time
and whatever the iron mass per cell between 0.6 and
5.6 pg.
On one part, intercellular variability of iron load

[Fig. 1(a)] or number and position of cell within the voxel
Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
may explain the weak dependency of signal loss on cell
magnetization. On the other part, at low voxel volume,
40mm3, the relative signal loss in the central voxel
saturates whatever the cell magnetization and for echo
times from 2 to 20ms. This result has important
implications for the feasibility of in vivo and ex vivo
cell tracking.
Relevance to single cell detection
in vivo and ex vivo

One major consideration for cell tracking is that cells
transplanted in vivo may undergo several divisions. It has
been shown that magnetic nanoparticles were equally
distributed among daughter cells during 14 days of cell
culture (15). However saturation of signal loss may
enable cell detection even after several divisions.

Another obstacle for single cell detection in vivo is the
intrinsic variation of susceptibility in the tissue (35),
whose relaxing effect is emphasized by increasing
magnetic fields and echo times. As demonstrated here,
short echo times can be used, when combined with high
resolution imaging, to detect single cells with relatively
low iron loads. Thus, the use of short echo times would
minimize non-specific signal losses without compromis-
ing discrimination of specific cells in an organ.

High-resolution MRI associated with cellular magnetic
labelling (36) may be complementary to histology. As
shown in Shapiro et al.(27) and Heyn et al. (28), images
of single cells or small clusters of cells can be
superimposed on optical micrographs. Even if the
apparent size of labelled cells exceeds their actual size
by at least a factor of 2, MR offers the advantages of
non-destructive three-dimensional exploration of organs
‘ex vivo’. Moreover, with resolutions of the order of
40 mm3, MRI may be more sensitive to cells with
subpicogram iron loads than with conventional Prussian
blue coloration (14). Finally, magnetic labelling of cells
can be combined with specific in vivo or ex vivo optical
labelling, offering the possibility of multimodal imaging,
which would be helpful for analysing the precise fate of
injected therapeutic cells.
CONCLUSION

We investigated the detection of single cells labelled with
anionic iron oxide nanoparticles in a 9.4 T MRI device.
High resolution GE sequences detected individual
labelled cells, whereas SE sequences were poorly
sensitive to local cell magnetization. The signal loss
produced by labelled cells enhanced and spread spatially
with increasing echo times on GE sequences, and
diminished rapidly with increasing voxel size. In the
high resolution limit, the signal loss saturates whatever
the echo time and cellular iron load, permitting the
Contrast Med. Mol. Imaging 1: 165–174 (2006)
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detection of cells with subpicogram iron masses. This in
vitro study provides the basis for experiments aimed at
single cell detection with GE sequences in vivo.
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